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MATERIALS & PROCEDURE
• 120 auditory critical items counterbalanced across the 3 conditions (differing only in contents of display)

How does the brain use relevant world knowledge
(including information from the visual world) to
infer and predict speakers’ intended meaning?

• Half of adjectives relative (e.g. big, dim) & half absolute (e.g. orange, round), uniformly distributed across conditions
• Target nouns unique across items; adjectives repeated up to 4 times across critical items and fillers (with items
pseudorandomized such that adjective repetitions were spaced out by at least 20 items)
• 2AFC location probe immediately following each item: Was the target picture in one of the red boxes?
• 24 participants, each with unique stimulus list (6 blocks)

APPROACH

• ERPs measured with 29 active tin electrodes & sampled at 200 Hz

Examining event-related potential (ERP) effects of
processing prenominal adjectives in the presence
of visual contrast sets1
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PREDICTIONS

Target object is part of a contrast set:
tall pitcher vs. short pitcher

1. When pragmatic context (visual display + adjective) renders the target
noun pragmatically expected, we expect ERP evidence of semantic
facilitation (i.e., N400 effects)2
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Non-target object is part of a contrast
set: tall ladder vs. short ladder

2. When pragmatic context renders the target noun pragmatically
unexpected, we expect ERP effects of event structure reanalysis (i.e.,
P600 effects)3
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Target noun = pragmatically intermediate

3. Also in the pragmatically unexpected condition, we may see anterior
400-600 ms
negativity effects linked to cognitive demands of suppressing pragmatic
prediction of incorrect adjective-noun structure (e.g. tall ladder) &
enhancing activity of lower-probability target structure (e.g. tall pitcher)4,5

Target noun = pragmatically unexpected

Both target and non-target objects are
part of contrast sets
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RESULTS
N400: Evidence of semantic facilitation when target noun is pragmatically
expected relative to unexpected (graded effects with intermediate)

Anterior negativity: Evidence that listeners are suppressing incorrectly predicted
adjective-noun structure & enhancing activity of lower-probability target structure
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P600: Evidence of event structure reanalysis when target noun is
pragmatically unexpected relative to expected or intermediate

CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE DIRECTIONS
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Pragmatic information from contextually salient contrast sets in visual context
can modulate neural activity related to semantic prediction, and can lead to
prolonged neural processing when predictions are disconfirmed
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